Pad Printing Machines
ALFALAS® Laser Systems
Automations

Machine Base Frame
Accessories

■■ Order in the workplace thanks to a large storage
space
■■ Useful storage shelf for tools
■■ Integrated cable containment
■■ Optional angle table
■■ Sturdy and safe stand for pad printing machines

Ill.: Machine base frame with
optional angle table

Universal machine base frame with a spacious storage

Order and stability for manual workstations
The base frame offers a universal use for the pad printing machine series SEALED INK CUP E and HERMETIC. A large storage space as well as a useful
storage shelf for tools provide for a well-arranged and neat workplace where also cables and hoses can be laid.

Machine base frame with optional angle table

Pad printing machine with base frame

Useful shelf for tools and storage space

The machine base frame can be universally
used for the pad printing machines SEALED INK
CUP E and HERMETIC, offering a sturdy and
stafe stand during the printing process.

A large storage space in the base frame offers
enough place for several accessories and
consumables. The storage shelf in the front is
very useful for tools.

Options:
- Angle table
- Cross slide
- Profile plate

Thanks to the integrated cable routing, cables
and hoses can properly and orderly be laid.
Even the footswitch cable is placed in this safe
space, contributing safety at work.

An angle table can optionally be mounted at
the frame, enabling printing of different product
sizes. In addition, cross slide or profile plates
can also be installed, so that the pad printing
machine can be used for multiple purposes.

Machinen base frame
Width

mm

530 / 11881

Depth

mm

850 / 11662

Height

mm

803

Weight

kg

87 / 1022

1

= Required space with opened side door

2

= with optional angle table
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